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,QWURGXFWLRQ In 1980, this team initiated research into pathology induced by low frequency
noise (LFN) (≤500 Hz, including infrasound). In 1996, the clinical stages of vibroacoustic
disease (VAD) were established [1]. VAD is a whole-body pathology, compromising several
organs and systems, and which develops over years of repetitive exposure to LFN. Despite the
diversity of ailments associated with VAD, an inexpensive and unique diagnostic tool has yet
to be identified for VAD. This report describes the types of reliable diagnostic tools that have
been used, and their drawbacks. The latest results concerning a new, and probably definitive,
non-invasive, reliable, objective and inexpensive diagnostic tool for VAD will also be
discussed.

&KURQRORJ\� In 1980, late-onset epilepsy was found to have been diagnosed among 10% of
aircraft technicians, when the expected value was 0.2% [2]. This fact initiated a
neuropsychological evalution of all these workers. Statistically significant (s.s.) memory and
attention deficits were identified [3], however the dispersion of values, low accuracy, and
individual variance doomed these tests as routine for VAD monitoring. Brainstem evoked
potentials demonstrated s.s. delays in nerve conduction for waves III, IV and V [4]. Altered
topology and asymetries in brain potentials were identified using endogenous potentials and
brain-mapping [4]. Since all these data suggested that organic brain lesions could be at play,
workers were voluntarily submitted to brain MRI which disclosed the existence of lesions in
the subcortical and periventricular white substance, basal ganglia and brainstem [4]. These
features are common to aging processes, as well as pathological conditions, and are considered
a risk factor for cardio-cerebro-vascular disease. Cerebral atrophy and dilation of the Virchow-
Robin perivascular spaces were also identified among these workers although these, too, are
situations are common to other medical conditions. A possible VAD-specific correlation was
identified between the delay in N2 endogenous potentials and the existence of brain lesions.
Despite the magnificence of this neurological data, no consistent, inexpensive and readily
available diagnostic tool had yet been identified. In 1987, autopsy findings of a deceased VAD
patient disclosed that LFN-pathology was not restricted to the neurological realm. Thickening
of cardiovascular structures, as well as lung fibrosis and two malignant tumors (brain and
kidney) were observed [5]. Consequently, an echocardiography protocol was initiated among
the technicians. Pericardial thickening proved to be the most consistent feature in the
echocardiograms of these workers although mitral and aortic valve thickening, as well as mitral
valve prolapse, were very frequent findings [6]. The anatomical correspondence of the
pericardial thickening observed through echo-imaging was subsequently obtained [7]; today,
pericardial thickening in the absence of an inflammatory process, and with no diastolic
dysfunction is the hallmark of VAD [8]. Finally, it seemed that a possbile diagnostic technique
was becoming available. In commercial aircraft pilots [9] and in a civilian population exposed



to environmental LFN [10], echocardiography results were consistent: all revealed pericardial
thickening in the absence of an inflammatory process and with no diastolic dysfunction. It was
the most frequent finding in LFN-exposed individuals, independent of age, and directly related
to the amount of cumulative LFN exposure. New problems arose when technician subjectivity
began to interefere with the consistency of results. All our echocardiography studies had
always been performed by the same medical doctors in cardiology whose specialty was echo-
Doppler techniques. Since no standardized method exists in echo-imaging for enhancing the
view of the pericardium in order to evaluate its thickness, technician subjectivity is easily
introduced. Thus, echocardiography became a weak parameter for reliably monitoring VAD.

&XUUHQW� VLWXDWLRQ The dramatic involvement of the respiratory system, seen in both LFN-
exposed human [5,11] and animal models [12], as well as in the initial stages of VAD [1],
taken together with the extensive involvement of the neurological system [3,4], has led this
team to question the status of the involuntary reflex response in these patients [13]. In
pumonary functional tests, the P0.1 index is a measure of the suction developed at the mouth 0.1
seconds after the start of inspiration. This initial respiratory drive originates in the autonomic
(or involuntary) pathway of the neural control of the respiratory function. By rebreathing CO2,
normal individuals would present a minimum seven-fold increase in the P0.1(CO2) index when
compared to normal P0.1. If the neural control of respiration is compromised, then a less-than
seven-fold increase would be expected in this index. Evaluations began in late 2002, and are
still ongoing, as is the selection of an appropriate control population. Preliminary data on 11
male VAD patients, average age 50.6 years (range: 38-63) had a P0.1(CO2) index average value
of 22.9% (range: 11-38%). The normal value should be around ≥70%. These data indicate that
the autonomic respiratory control in these patients is severely incapacitated. Pending further
research, this could be the diagnostic tool for VAD that would not only be non-invasive,
reliable, objective and inexpensive, but could also help monitor the progression and follow-up
of the disease.
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